Advana 3rd Party Training Resources
Trifacta Customer Community
Qlik Continuous Classroom
UiPath Academy
Amazon AWS
R/Python

Trifacta Customer Community

Wrangler Training
This training will give a broad overview of
the benefits, features, and functionality of
Trifacta. After completing, take our
optional certification and become a
certified Wrangler! Go to training»»
Duration : 1 hr 30 mins

Knight Training
Knight training is available for those
familiar with the basics of Trifacta. This
section will present an ever increasing
number of real world scenarios and will
teach intermediate and advanced
methods to solving them. Go to
training»»

Admin Training
Admin training is an instructor led course.
If you have taken the course, please
complete the quiz in this module. For
more information on admin training, click
into this module. Go to training»»

Duration : 3 hrs 30 mins

Register Here: https://community.trifacta.com/s/login/SelfRegister (Free)
Certifications: https://community.trifacta.com/s/certification

Qlik Continuous Classroom

Business Users (Free)
Analyze and share data. Make informed
data driven decisions and share these
decisions using Qlik storytelling and
collaboration features. Go to training»

Business Analyst

Data Architect

This pathway is designed for new Qlik
Sense Business Analyst users building Qlik
Sense applications for their own use or to
publish the applications for others to
use. Go to training»»

This pathway designed is for new Qlik
Sense Data Architect users who want to go
beyond basic data loading to include
calculations, transformations, and
leverage scripting to build data models.
Go to training»»

Duration : 71 hrs

Register Here: https://qlikid.qlik.com/register (Free)

Duration : 38.5 hrs

For access to full materials send email to Mitchell Fiedler, mitchell.w.fiedler.civ@mail.mil
Certifications: https://www.qlik.com/us/services/training/certifications-and-qualifications

UiPath Academy
Non-Technical Courses

Business Analyst

Implementation Manager

The Business Analyst Learning Plan will enable you to map AS IS,
and propose TO BE business processes that need to be
automated. Define the process requirements for automation,
clarify the inputs and expected outputs and create the necessary
RPA documentation. Bridge the knowledge (gap) between
business and development language Go to training»»

The Implementation Manager Learning Plan will enable you to
form the RPA team that will build the setup and deliver the
program across one or multiple business units. Manage the RPA
team, perform resource planning, handle teams availability and
schedule. Estimate costs and create documentation. Perform risk
analysis and run project governance meetings. Measure benefits
realization Go to training»»

Technical Courses

Infrastructure Engineer

Solution Architect

RPA Developer

The Infrastructure Engineer Learning Plan
will enable you to prepare the
infrastructure required for UiPath Product
installations and troubleshooting. Set up
servers for Orchestrator and Kibana
and accounts for all the developers, endusers and robots. Make recommendations
related to infrastructure, required IT setup
and the inter-dependency between these
elements. Update and maintain the
hardware infrastructure and work closely
with and provide support to the RPA
Solution Architect. Go to training»»

The Solution Architect Learning Plan will
enable you to define the Architecture of
the RPA solution by translating business
requirements and by creating the
architecture and design artifacts. Manage
the end to end performance of the agreed
solution design. Create and distribute the
RPA best practices and automation
standards within the client development
team. Monitor the progress of automation
and validate automation estimations and
timelines. Go to training»»

The RPA Developer Learning Plan will
enable you to build and test RPA solutions
for your organisation/department, based
on provided requirements. Maintain,
support & debug RPA solutions in
production. Create dashboards enabling
performance monitoring and estimate
automation duration. Create DSD
documentation, MTP checklists, code
review and document implemented
solutions. Go to training»»

Register Here: https://academy.uipath.com/learn (Free)
Certifications: https://community.trifacta.com/s/certification

Amazon AWS
AWS Cloud
Practitioner Essentials
(Second Edition)
The fundamental-level course is
intended for individuals who seek
an overall understanding of the AWS
Cloud, independent of specific
technical roles. It provides a
detailed overview of cloud
concepts, AWS services, security,
architecture, pricing, and support.
This course also helps you prepare
for the AWS Certified Cloud
Practitioner exam. Go to Training
»»
Duration: 6 hrs

AWS Digital Training (Free): https://www.aws.training/LearningLibrary?filters=digital%
3A1&search=&tab=digital_courses

R/Python
TBD

